
Polenzwerder

Also Known As
Ziegelei Polenzwerder, Gut Polenzwerder

Type of Hakhshara
regular Hakhshara

Founded
1937

Opened
July 1937

Closed
June 30, 1941

Operating Area
16.25 hectare
65 acres with arable land, meadows, pastures, woodlands, water areas and buildings

Areas of Training Offered
horticulture, agriculture, animal husbandry
gardening (fruits, vegetables); arable farming (grain, potatoes, carrots, cabbage); livestock farming
(cattle, horses), poultry farming (chickens)

Description
The Polenzwerder estate was purchased by the brothers Julius and Gustav Meyer in 1923 and
used as both a brick factory and a working farm. The brick factory ceased operations starting in
1932; afterwards, Polenzwerder was only used for farming. Until 1937, Gustav Meyer’s son Max
was the manager.
On July 10, 1937, a four-year lease agreement was reached between the Meyer brothers and the
State Zionist Organization Berlin (Staatszionistische Organisation e.V. Berlin ). According to the
agreement, starting on July 1, 1937, Polenzwerder would become an agricultural training center for
young Jewish men and women. Initially, the center was sponsored by the Jewish-national youth
organization Herzliyah (Betar). Herzliyah was the youth organization of the Revisionist Zionists
(State Zionists), but it did not have a large membership in Germany and was relatively isolated.
One of its principles was “legionism”, the conquering of Palestine by military force if necessary,
which was also reflected in the halutz training of the young Betarim. Therefore, military discipline,
roll calls and physical exercise were all part of the Herzliya Hakhshara. The first director was David
Kirschenbaum from Berlin.

At the same time, Polenzwerder was also being used as a training center for leadership positions.
In the first two weeks of August 1937, a so-called instructor course was held with about 35
participants, all of them Betarkenanim (Betar local group leaders), under the direction of the
Austrian engineer Simon Lustgarten.
n the summer of 1938, the State Zionist Organization and the Jewish-national youth organization
Herzliyah were dissolved. In the course of the Pogrom in November 1938, the estate was raided by
the Gestapo. They forced all of the participants to lie face down who were then counted. Unlike
many other Hakhsharot in Germany, the Hakhshara in Polenzwerder was able to resume operation
after the November Pogrom. On July 22, 1939, Polenzwerder was forced to be sold to Dr. Konrad
Sonntag from Berlin. Sonntag bought the property and all of the buildings on it, the former brick
factory and all of its equipment, machines and material. The purchase contract mentions a
training center residence in Polenzwerder.



Betty Steinbock came to Polenzwerder in June 1939. She remembered there being a main house,
one or two low buildings, a cowshed with several cows, a stable with one or two horses, a chicken
coop, a compost pile, a water pump, a vegetable garden and a potato field. Cabbage and carrots
were also being grown. She reported that the conditions were simple on the Polenzwerder estate.
There was no running water and there were latrines outside of the farm. It got so cold in the winter
that ice formed on the walls of the rooms. There was a pond behind the farm where the laundry
was washed. At that time, the farm was run by the husband-and-wife team of Anna and Kurt
Holzheim.
As of July 1, 1941, Polenzwerder was also officially made into a labor camp. This process had
probably already begun in 1940, as participants in the Hakhshara were then already working in the
Polenzwerder gravel quarry. It is uncertain when exactly Polenzwerder was dissolved. The former
local historian of Eberswalde, Ludwig Arendt, stated that the last remaining Jews of Eberswalde
were deported from Polenzwerder.
In a letter from January 1943, Konrad Sonntag, the owner of the Polenzwerder estate, said that on
December 9, 1942, no more apartments in Polenzwerder were being rented. It remains a matter of
speculation as to the exact number of participants in the Hakhshara at Polenzwerder between
1937 and 1942. Various sources put the number at around 250. Many young people succeeded in
reaching Palestine and building a new life for themselves there. Nevertheless, we also know of
participants who were murdered in concentration camps.
From 1942, Konrad Sonntag leased the estate to private individuals. Starting in 1950, the State
Department of Agriculture became the new tenant of the farm.

In 1953, the Polenzwerder estate was expropriated and nationalized. At the end of the 1980s,
mushrooms were being cultivated on the premises. In 2004, ownership of the Polenzwerder estate
was returned to the Jewish group of heirs to the Meyer brothers, who sold it that same year to a
private user, who now owns Polenzwerder.
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State of Conservation
not preserved

Related Organizations
Jüdisch-nationale Jugend Herzlia (Betar) (sponsor)
Reich Association of the Jews in Germany [Reichsvereinigung der Juden in Deutschland] (sponsor)
Staatszionistische Organisation e.V. Berlin (sponsor)

Related Persons
Holzheim, Anna (director)
Holzheim, Kurt David (director)
Kirschenbaum, David (director)
Lustgarten, Simon (director)
Meyer, Gustav (owner)
Meyer, Julius (owner)
Meyer, Max (director)
Sonntag, Konrad (owner)
Steinbock, Betty (participant)
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